
developed to represent component failures, design inadequacies, and operators'

errors which could affect the proper operation of the HVAC systems in the

event of a radioactive release in the waste handling areas.

In addition, the proper operation of the HVAC systems relies on support from

electrical power substations (with off-site, battery, and diesel generator

power supplies), compressed air, and radiation monitoring systems. Therefore,

fault trees for these support systems were also developed and linked with the

HVAC system fault trees as part of the analysis.

The fault trees show the logic combinations of failures which must occur in

order to prevent the HVAC systems from performing their release mitigation

function. Once the fault trees were constructed, failure rates were derived

for each of the component failures and human errors reflected in the trees.

Since the WIPP is not yet operational and no identical plants exist, the

failure rates were derived from generic industry data, modified by expert

judgment to reflect the specific operating characteristics of the WIPP site.

The fault trees and failure rate data were integrated using the Westinghouse

GRAFTER fault tree analysis code to generate the unavailability of the HVAC

systems for release mitigation as well as a ranked listing of individual

failure sequences.

RESULTS

The identification of accident sequences for CH waste operations revealed no

identified accidents which could release significant radioactive particulates

to the environment without a failure in the HVAC systems. This demonstrated

the important of WIPP HVAC systems for litigating a potential release of

radioactive particulates.

A total of five credible accident sequences were identified: two challenge

the WHB HVAC system and three challenge the underground filtration system.

The WHB HVAC system fault tree quantification determined that the system would

be unavailable to mitigate a radioactive release with a probability of 7.1E-04.
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A ranked listing of the most probable failure sequences for the WHB HVAC

system fault tree is presented as an example in Table 1. The underground

filtration system fault tree quantification determined that the system would

be unavailable to mitigate a radioactive release with a probability of

7.6E-06. A special underground filtration fault tree was developed for the

underground fire accident sequence, since failure of underground filtration

fans coincident with a fire underground could result in a release through one

of three unfiltered shafts. The quantification of this fault tree determined

that the underground filtration system would be unavailable to mitigate a

radioactive release with a probability of 4.4E-03, if coincident with an

underground fire.

When the HVAC fault tree results were combined with other critical system

fault trees and the analysis of waste handling accident sequences, the

approximation of the overall WIPP plant risk due to airborne releases was

determined to be 2.6E-07 fatalities per year for the population within a

50-mile radius of the WIPP site. This risk was demonstrated to be well below

the risk of fatality from other voluntary and involuntary activities for the

population within the vicinity of the WIPP.
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Table 1

DOMINANT FAILURE SEQUENCES - WHB HVAC SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Sequence
Probabilitv

2.40E-04

6.13E-05

6.13E-05

6.13E-05

6.13E-05

8.00E-06

2.64E-06

2.64E-06

Basic Event Name

Substation 2 Circuit Breaker 1 Fails Open

CHA Train B HEPA Filter 41-B-815 Ruptures

CHA Train A HEPA Filter 41-B-814 Ruptures

RCA Train B HEPA Filter 41-B-979 Ruptures

RCA Train A HEPA Filter 41-B-834 Ruptures

Substation 2 Transformer 15/2 Fails
Operator Fails to Realign Key Switch to Bus A
Plant Substation Circuit Breaker 6 Fails Open
Operator Fails to Realign Key Switch to Bus A
Substation 2 Switch 15/2B Fails Open


